FastBook

TM

An easy to use online system that
streamlines the process of booking
vehicles onto cargo voyages.

FastBook

TM

Clients can manage their trailer fleet online and make bookings on
scheduled cargo voyages.A full audit trail is maintained and bookings
can be made via mobile devices.
Sullivan Maritime staff can manage the shipping schedule, review, edit
and approve bookings. All official documentation can be produced
for the vessel and port authorities.

“A professional platform that eliminates, in greater part, staff human
error while recording client accountability, thereby saving time and
costly errors in the interest of both the Company and the Clients.”

Ernest Sullivan

Managing Director, Sullivan Maritime

FastBook Client
TM

The user interface employs a simple layout,
with a strong use of colour to make bookings as easy as possible.

Clients can view status of bookings at a glance
on their home page.
They can create new bookings in a few clicks,
review historical information and manage their
trailer fleet.

The straight forward booking form ensures
that clients provide all the required information,
which can be reviewed and edited right up to
departure.

FastBook Staff
TM

The staff pages distil a complex process into a set of simple screens,
providing complete control over all aspects of Sullivan Maritimes
shipping operations.

FastBook alerts staff of all bookings and allows them to manage the
vessel loading process. Individual bookings can be reviewed
and all required official reports produced automatically.
A full historical record is kept for legal purposes.

FastBook generates lists of all trailers to be loaded onto a voyage.
These lists are sent to the quay at the appropriate time, so that all
correct vehicles can be loaded promptly and in the right order.

“All documentation is generated with consistant
layouts, at the click of a button, eliminating a
huge amount of repeatative manual data entry.”

“The system has better workflow especially on
peak days, reducing stress and helping efficiency.
There are fewer telephone calls from clients,
eliminating unaccountable verbals instructions.”

Mario Micallef

Corinne Muscat

Assistant Head – Booking Centre, Sullivan Maritime

Assistant – Operations, Sullivan Maritime

“A tool that changes the role of staff from data entry clerks to pro-active customer
support professionals. Processes have been streamlined, enabling better working
practice, and adding value to our service.”

Marco J Spiteri Binett
Director, Sullivan Maritime

“We have to admit that it is in fact much easier
placing bookings via FastBook. To date I cannot
comment on any disadvantages of this system as
in my opinion that are not any.”

“We have nothing to say other than Fastbook
works wonders for us. It is really easy, fast
and efficient. May I take this opportunity to
thank you and your wonderful staff for their
continuous assistance. They really do make a
difference and is greatly appreciated.”

John Cantania

Emika Watanabe

Commercial Executive, Multigas Ltd.
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